Abstract: An improved sliding mode control utilizing repetitive control (ISMRC) is proposed for a three-phase pulsewidth modulation (PWM) rectifier. The proposed controller integrates the advantages of both sliding mode control (SMC) and repetitive control (RC) by implementing a structure that embeds an RC controller into the equivalent control branch of an SMC controller. Both a simulation and an experiment are conducted to compare the proposed ISMRC controller with a conventional SMC controller. It is demonstrated that the fifth harmonic distortion of the current of the PWM rectifier system is controlled at 3.3%, the power factor is close to the unit, and the effect on the DC bus voltage is effectively restrained. Therefore, the proposed control strategy can improve both the steady-state performance and the dynamic transient response of a PWM rectifier control system effectively, as well as increase the robustness of the system to load disturbances and parametric uncertainties.
Introduction
Three-phase pulse-width modulation (PWM) rectifiers are widely used in power system applications such as renewable energy, active filters, and uninterruptible power supply systems [1] [2] [3] . Compared to a diode rectifier, a PWM rectifier has the advantages of a bidirectional power flow, low harmonic input current distortion, an adjustable DC bus voltage, and input power factor regulation. In general, the performance of a PWM rectifier system depends primarily on the quality of the applied current control strategy [4] . A high-performance current control strategy is needed for PWM rectifiers.
Many control strategies have been applied to control the currents in PWM rectifier systems. Proportional integral (PI) control [5] is commonly used in stationary reference frames, but its use is limited by its inherent tracking error. Deadbeat control [6, 7] , which can minimize steady-state error effectively, is a popular choice for PWM rectifier system applications. To improve the dynamic performance, hysteresis control [8] offers extremely favorable dynamics but is sensitive to the frequency variations of a system. Some nonlinear control strategies, such as neural networks [9] and fuzzy-logic based controllers [10] , have become popular, although they are difficult to implement. With the increasingly strict requirements for both steady-state performance and transient response, the design of an appropriate controller for PWM rectifier systems remains a challenge. Surprisingly, sliding mode control has been successfully applied to this end [11, 12] due to both its * Correspondence: caojing@ncut.edu.cn simplicity to implement and its robust performance. However, for sliding mode control, the main disadvantage of the system is that it has sensitivity to bounded matched uncertainties in part; therefore, the desired lack of dependence is not present throughout the control process. When a state trajectory falls outside the sliding mode, system states become easy for both parameter variations and external uncertainties to disturb, which affects the steady-state performance. For discrete-time sliding mode control, uncertainties may occur between sampling intervals. Therefore, it is difficult to keep the state constraint on the manifold in each subsequent sampling interval. These disadvantages affect the steady-state accuracy of the control system and limit the possible applications of SMC control. Consequently, sliding mode control system performance needs to be optimized.
Repetitive control (RC) can eliminate the steady-state tracking error [13, 14] , although it provides a relatively slow dynamic performance. Multiple studies have investigated a combination of SMC and RC and found that this combination can improve both the steady-state and the transient state dynamic performances of the control system. The most significant studies in this area are the following. Discrete-time sliding mode repetitive control was first proposed in [15] , in which the control system successfully improved the tracking performance of an optical disk drive system. Relevant theory and possible applications were developed systematically in [16, 17] , which included research on the approach laws specified for nonlinear systems [18] . With respect to the combined structure, two control strategies have been applied to provide dual-loop antiinterference control for traditional control systems, including motors and PWM rectifiers [19, 20] . By implementing an RC controller in series with an SMC controller [21] , both the tracking accuracy and the transient response can be improved. It is common practice to embed an RC controller into part of an SMC controller [22] . However, the studies listed above aimed to study the RC controller improvements provided by such a setup, and few studies exist that analyze either the effects of the RC controller on the SMC controller or the stability of the entire closed-loop system. Based on the discussion above, a novel intuitive combined-control structure control is proposed in this paper. An RC controller is embedded into the equivalent component of an SMC, and the assembly is referred to as an ISMRC controller. The composite control strategy ultimately achieves its purposes of enhancing the robustness of the system and optimizing its dynamic transient response. Finally, both simulation and experiment results verify the feasibility of the new composite control strategy.
System description and modeling
The main topology of a three-phase PWM rectifier is shown in Figure 1 . Six power switches with three filters are connected to the grid. In Figure 1 , e a , e b , and e c are the supply voltages and i a , i b , and i c denote the input currents. R L is the equivalent resistor, and the inductance L forms the filter. u dc and i c represent the capacitor voltage and the capacitor current, respectively, and i o is the load current.
The state of each power switch is determined by the gating signal, defined as S k (k = a, b, c). When S k = 1, the switches on the upper-half bridge (V 1 , V 3 , and V 5 ) are on and those on the lower-half bridge (V 2 , V 4 , and V 6 ) are off. In contrast, when S k = 0, the switches on the lower-half bridge (V 2 , V 4 , and V 6 ) are on and those on the upper-half bridge (V 1 , V 3 , and V 5 ) are off. Using the well-known Park transformation, a three-phase circuit can be transformed into a two single-phase circuit based on a rotating d-q frame, while the switch state S k is converted to s d , s q . A mathematical model describing the PWM rectifier can be written in the following form [23] :
In Eq. (1), set T is the sample time. The discrete-time current model of the PWM rectifier can be obtained as
The discrete-time state-space model of the system can be described simply by using the following equation:
where
An overall control diagram that is based on the system model is shown in Figure 2 . In general, a conventional PWM rectifier system has a control structure comprising a dual-closed loop, such as an inner current loop and an outer voltage loop. The inner current loop regulates the input current, and the outer voltage loop adjusts the DC bus voltage. By obtaining the phase angle from the phase-locked loop (PLL), the inner current loop is decomposed into two current vector components in a synchronous rotational frame: an active vector i d and a reactive vector i q . When the load changes, a large fluctuation occurs in the DC bus voltage. To keep the voltage constant, a fast response is required for the active current controller tracking the reference from the outer voltage loop. The faster the current can adjust, the more stable the DC bus voltage is. Reactive current control can optimize the input power factor to a unit value. An effective current control strategy that can both eliminate the influence of the load change and maintain a unity power factor is needed. This paper primarily investigates the inner current loop; capacitor voltage control is not considered.
Materials and methods

Principles of conventional sliding mode control
Consider the multivariable discrete-time system in Eq. (3). The first step in designing a sliding-mode controller is selecting the sliding surface function [24] . For our current tracking system, we choose the sliding surface function σ(k) given by the following:
where c 1 and c 2 are constant.
To reduce the chattering phenomenon, a reaching law based on Gao's method [25] is utilized, described as
with the ranges of the parameters given by 0 < qT < 1 and εT > 0.
The saturation function sat(σ(k)) is adopted and defined as the following:
where the ranges of the parameters are
To guarantee the existence of the sliding mode, the following condition needs to be satisfied:
The second step of designing a sliding mode controller is to derive a control law u(k). Generally, u(k) comprises two components: the equivalent control u eq (k) and the switching control u vss (k) . The control law can be expressed as
The equivalent control law u eq (k) can be derived by meeting the condition in Eq. (7) based on the model in Eq. (2) as
In terms of the trajectory in the phase plane, the state trajectory of the system under the sliding mode control has two main phases known as the reaching phase and the sliding mode. The two main roles of the equivalent control are enabling the trajectory of the system into the sliding mode in a finite period of time during the reaching phase and maintaining the trajectory on the sliding surface in the sliding mode. This can be considered as the average force either pushing the trajectory of the system towards the sliding mode if it is far from the sliding surface in its initial state or maintaining a sliding behavior on the sliding surface if it is already on it in its initial state. Its switching control comes online to resist external interference once the trajectory is sliding on the switch surface. All advantages of this system, including its robustness and insensitivity to parameter variations, exist in the sliding mode but not in the reaching phase.
From a variable composition perspective, it is obvious that the control performance of the SMC depends on the accuracy of the system's dynamic model. If the parameters vary or if interference exists, the equivalent control will change and the sliding surface will drift, which seriously impacts the stability of the system. To solve this problem, repetitive control is added to the equivalent control to improve the performance of the sliding mode control. The product is referred to as the ISMRC controller.
Proposed control strategy design
For the current control that is symmetrical in d-q coordinates, we take the i d controller as an example of current controller designation. The detailed composition of the sliding mode control is illustrated in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , G p (z ) represents the transfer function of the controlled object, and D(k) is the uncertain interference. As mentioned above, the equivalent control is based on a system dynamic model, and the transfer function is expressed as G eq (z). On the other hand, the switching control branch is expressed as G sm (z), which includes a nonlinear saturation function from Eq. (6) . As shown in Section 3.1, G eq (z) is based on the estimated dynamic model of the main circuit and is vulnerable to external interference during the reaching phase. For this reason, we propose a new control structure that embeds a repetitive control in the SMC controller.
RC is based on the internal model principle and is commonly employed to obtain high accuracy [14] . RC can realize zero steady-state tracking errors, especially for periodic signals. However, the dynamic response of RC is relatively slow because of its one-cycle-delay control. The transfer function of the conventional repetitive control is [26] 
where Q(z) is a low-pass filter added to enhance the robustness of the system, S(z) is selected as part of the compensation system, z −N represents the cycle latency links, z k is the phase compensation, and K r is the control gain utilized to maintain the system stability. RC is embedded in the equivalent control branch, and the control block diagram of the composite control strategy is shown in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , the transfer function of the equivalent control branch G RCEQ (z) is defined as
The output of the ISMRC control can be expressed as
and E (k) and Y (k) are defined as
The equivalent control law u eqN (k) can be obtained as
Results and discussion
ISMRC control was implemented to improve the control of a PWM rectifier using MATLAB/Simulink. The parameters used are shown in the Table. The steady-state performance simulation results under ISMRC control are shown in Figure 5 . The DC bus voltage ( U dc ) is shown in Figure 5a and a comparison of the single-phase current and the voltage (e a /i a ) is shown in Figure 5b . At 0.045 s, the system enters the stable phase, in which the DC bus voltage is stable at 750 V (Figure 5a ) and the power factor remains at unity with a stable current waveform (Figure 5a ). To analyze the dynamic performance of the proposed control strategy, a simulation is conducted to compare the conventional SMC (Figure 7 ) with the ISMRC control (Figure 8 ). The external load disturbance begins at 0.2 s, the DC bus voltage (U dc ) (Figure 8a ) is not significantly affected by the transient load mutation under ISMRC, and during the adjusting phase, ISMRC is able to maintain a smooth voltage. In contrast, the adjustability is relatively limited under SMC control. The instant that the DC bus voltage fluctuates, the current increases. A fast response is achieved by the ISMRC controller (Figure 8b) , whereas an impulse current exists in the alternating process of the SMC controller (Figure 7b ).
To confirm the superior performance of the proposed control strategy, experimental tests are implemented on a laboratory platform using 5 kW of power. The platform comprises both a three-phase power processing device and the main DSP (TM320F28335) control board. With the same parameters as those listed in Table, the dynamic performance of the PWM rectifier is tested, and the results are shown in Figure 9 . There are two sinusoidal waveforms and one line in each figure, where the two curves (the lower) stand for the three-phase (Figure 9a ) and the proposed control (Figure 9b ), we can see that the proposed control strategy performs better in adjusting for the drop in the DC bus voltage. The waveform of the sinusoidal input current in Figure 9a is superior to that in Figure 9b ; for instance, the inrush current and the chattering phenomenon are effectively eliminated in Figure 9b . In summary, we can conclude that under the proposed control strategy the system can achieve desirable behavior, including a well-regulated DC-bus output voltage, a low harmonic current distribution, a well-controlled power factor, and bidirectional power flow. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel ISMRC control strategy is proposed to improve the performance of a three-phase PWM rectifier system. Both the simulation and experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness and the feasibility of the proposed control strategy. Furthermore, the main conclusions are as follows: 1) The proposed controller integrates the advantages of both the SMC controller and the RC controller. By embedding the RC controller, the robustness of the SMC controller to parametric uncertainties and external disturbances is improved effectively during the whole control process. 2) The THD results of the current obtained by the proposed control scheme are much reduced, which shows the superiority in tracking performance compared to conventional SMC control. 3) Large mutation of the DC bus voltage can be rapidly and smoothly eliminated, and the effect of the current is obviously reduced. It is shown that the proposed method improves transient state dynamic performances of the system. Due to these several advantages, the new control strategy is expected to be more attractive in applications of AC drives, renewable energy systems, and others.
